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Across
6. You do it very slow and carefully

9. they happen at the same time

14. so badly damaged that it is destroyed

15. It is so common and ordinary that is 

is not interesting

18. to hold a feeling back or keep it 

inside

19. You talk down to them, making them 

feel unimportant or stupid

20. It is so good it deserves to be praised 

or rewarded

21. It is thick skinned or insensitive

23. It is pleasantly light and musical

24. It has nothing to do with religion

26. You think back on good things from 

the past

27. You act politely and show good taste

28. spreads throughout

29. music or a showy display celebrating 

someone or something important

30. Colors and sounds that are gentle and 

soft, not strong and bright

Down
1. people can depend on you to be loyal 

and hardworking

2. you rebel against your leader or 

whoever is in charge

3. Something you do or say to make 

people believe something that is not true

4. to show no emotion even when bad 

things happen

5. You try to be like that person because 

you admire him or her

7. you act wild and crazy

8. so unclear it’s hard to understand

10. You are an outstanding example of it

11. turned over

12. to act cruelly and show no concern, 

pity, or mercy

13. walk with slow, heavy steps

16. It makes you extremely angry, even 

furious

17. Is a feeling of deep admiration or 

worship

22. it looks so strange it disturbs you

25. You are very sorry or ashamed


